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LADDERS OF RECOLLEMENTS OF ABELIAN CATEGORIES
NAN GAO, STEFFEN KOENIG AND CHRYSOSTOMOS PSAROUDAKIS
Abstract. Ladders of recollements of abelian categories are introduced, and used to address three general
problems. Ladders of a certain height allow to construct recollements of triangulated categories, involving derived
categories and singularity categories, from abelian ones. Ladders also allow to tilt abelian recollements, and
ladders guarantee that properties like Gorenstein projective or injective are preserved by some functors in abelian
recollements. Breaking symmetry is crucial in developing this theory.
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1. Introduction and main results
Recollements of triangulated or abelian categories
A
i // B e //
q
||
p
aa C
l
||
r
aa
can be seen as short exact sequences or semi-orthogonal decompositions, deconstructing a large middle term B
into smaller end terms A and C . Introduced by Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne [6] for triangulated categories,
recollements have been used to stratify derived categories of sheaves and, following Cline, Parshall and Scott [12],
to stratify highest weight categories in algebraic Lie theory. Recollements of derived categories also are used to
provide reduction techniques for homological conjectures, long exact sequences for homological or K-theoretic
invariants and comparisons of homological or K-theoretic data. For module categories of rings, each idempotent e
in a ring B provides natural analogues of Grothendieck’s six functors, defining recollements of module categories
Mod-B/BeB
inc // Mod-B
e(−) //
B/BeB⊗B−
ww
HomB(B/BeB,−)
gg Mod-eBe
Be⊗eBe−
xx
HomeBe(eB,−)
ee
These, and more generally recollements of abelian categories have been used in various contexts, too (see for
instance [9, 18, 32]). There are, however, big differences between the triangulated and the abelian setup. In
particular, by [34], all recollements of module categories are, up to equivalence, given by idempotents, and these
recollements usually do not induce recollements of the corresponding derived categories. More precisely, to be
able to construct a recollement of derived module categories
D(Mod-B/BeB)
inc // D(Mod-B)
e(−) //
vv
hh D(Mod-eBe)
ww
gg
one has to make the strong assumption that BeB is a stratifying ideal, that is, the inclusion of B/BeB into B
is a homological embedding. Moreover, by deriving abelian recollements one does not obtain, up to equivalence,
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2all triangulated recollements of derived categories ([2]). In general, the rings B, A = B/BeB and C = eBe may
not have much structure in common.
In general, the existence of a triangulated recollement often is difficult to establish and then provides a strong
tool. The existence of an abelian recollement often is easy to establish, but without further assumptions or
information it does not provide a strong tool. The aim of this article is to systematically enhance the definition
of abelian recollements by additional data called ladders, which are sequences of adjoint functors. In contrast to
the triangulated situation (see [1, 8, 35]) we propose an asymmetric definition. Breaking the symmetry will turn
out to be necessary in order to develop the full range and scope of the theory and making it generally applicable.
Ladders of recollements and their heights are defined as follows:
Definition 1.1. Let B and C be abelian categories with an adjoint triple between them:
B
e // C
l
||
r
aa
Set l0 := l and r0 := r. A ladder is a finite or infinite diagram of additive functors
...
B
e //
l1

r1
??C
l2

r2
YY
l0
ww
r0
gg
...
such that (li+1, li) and (ri, ri+1) are adjoint pairs for
all i ≥ 0. We say that the l-height of a ladder is
n, if there is a tuple (ln−1, . . . , l2, l1, l0) of consecu-
tive left adjoints. The r-height of a ladder is defined
similarly.
Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories. Set l0 := l and r0 := r. A ladder of (A ,B,C ) is
a ladder of the adjoint triple (l, e, r) between B and C , i.e. a finite or infinite diagram of additive functors
...
A
i // B
e //
l1

q
ww
r1
??
p
gg C
l2

r2
YY
l0
ww
r0
gg
...
The l-height of a ladder of
(A ,B,C ) is the l-height of
the ladder of the adjoint triple
(l, e, r). The r-height of a lad-
der of (A ,B,C ) is defined sim-
ilarly. The height of a lad-
der of (A ,B,C ) is the sum of
the l-height and the r-height.
The given recollement (A ,B,C )
then is considered to be a ladder
of height one.
In subsection 2.3, our reasons for choosing this asymmetry will be explained by comparing the asymmetric
ladders introduced here with symmetric ones that turn out to be more limited in their scope.
After collecting basic properties and classes of examples, some of which show already that the length of a
ladder in certain recollements is closely related to homological properties of two-sided ideals in rings, feasibility of
this new concept will be demonstrated by addressing three problems in situations where homological embeddings
are not known or not assumed to exist:
Problem 1. Given a recollement of abelian categories enhanced by a left or right ladder of a certain length, is it
possible to produce a recollement of triangulated categories, involving derived or singularity categories? Derived
categories and singularity categories are denoted by D and Dsg, respectively.
Theorem A (part of Theorem 4.5). Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories.
(i) Assume that (A ,B,C ) has a ladder of l-height three. Then there exists a triangle equivalence
Dsg(B)/Ker l
1 ≃ // Dsg(C )
3and a recollement of triangulated categories
D(C )
l0 // D(B) //
l1
yy
e
ee
DA (B)
yy
ee
which restricts to the bounded derived categories.
(ii) Assume that (A ,B,C ) has a ladder of l-height three and r-height two. Then (l1, l0, e) induces an adjoint
triple between Dsg(B) and Dsg(C ) and there exists a recollement of triangulated categories
Dsg(C )
l0 // Dsg(B) //
l1
xx
e
ff
Ker l1
yy
ee
(iii) Assume that (A ,B,C ) has a ladder of l-height four. Then there exists a recollement of triangulated
categories
Ker l1 // Dsg(B)
l1 //
xx
dd Dsg(C )
l2
xx
l0
ff
In (ii) and (iii), the outer terms of the triangulated recollements are swapping their roles. In both situations,
the kernel of a triangulated functor measures the difference between the two singularity categories.
The second problem uses the following concept of tilt of an abelian category:
Let C be an abelian category with a torsion pair (T,F). Set
HC :=
{
C• ∈ D(C ) | H0(C•) ∈ T,H−1(C•) ∈ F,Hi(C•) = 0, ∀i > 0,Hi(C•) = 0, ∀i < −1
}
Then HC is called the Happel-Reiten-Smalø tilt (HRS-tilt or just tilt for short) of C by (T,F), see [25].
Problem 2. Many abelian categories are derived equivalent, for instance by tilting, and thus occur as hearts
of t-structures in the same triangulated category. No tilting procedure is known that is compatible with abelian
recollements. Is it possible to use enhancements by ladders to produce “tilted”(with respect to torsion theories)
recollements both on abelian and on derived level?
Theorem B. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories which admits a ladder of l-height three.
Assume that (T,F) is a torsion pair on B such that l0 ◦ l1(F) ⊆ F and l2 ◦ l1(T) ⊆ T.
(i) (l1(T), l1(F)) is a torsion pair on C . We denote by HC the tilt of C by (l
1(T), l1(F)).
(ii) There exists a recollement of abelian categories
SH // HB
l1
H //
{{
cc HC
l2
H
zz
l0
H
cc where SH = Ker(l
1
H
).
(iii) If the heart HC has enough projectives, then there exists a recollement of triangulated categories
Ker(l1
H
) // D(HB)
l1
H //
xx
ff
D(HC )
Ll2
H
xx
l0
H
ff
Problem 3. In general, an abelian recollement, for instance of module categories, does not provide connections
between homological properties of the categories, or rings, involved nor between objects and their images under
the six functors. Can the enhanced definition by ladders be used to obtain such connections, for instance in
terms of Gorenstein homological algebra?
Theorem C (part of Theorem 6.4). Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories.
4(i) Assume that (A ,B,C ) has a ladder of l-height three. Then the functor l1 : B −→ C preserves the
property of being Gorenstein and the functor e : B −→ C preserves the property of being Gorenstein
injective. Furthermore, if B is n-Gorenstein, then C is n-Gorenstein.
(ii) Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height four. Then the functor l : C −→ B preserves Goren-
stein injective objects. Moreover, e ◦ l ∼= IdGInjC .
In section 2, some facts about ladders of recollements (A ,B,C ) of abelian categories will be collected, and the
reason for the asymmetry in the definition will be explained. In section 3, a number of examples of ladders are
presented and projectivity of two-sided ideals will be tested using ladders. In section 4, ladders of recollements
are used to construct recollements of triangulated categories, proving Theorem A. In section 5, a technique is
provided to produce new torsion pairs in abelian categories via adjoint functors and in particular through Giraud
subcategories, and also to provide new recollements of the tilts, proving Theorem B. In section 6, Gorenstein
properties are compared using ladders, and Theorem C is proved.
Conventions and Notation. For an additive category A , we denote by A the stable category of A . For an ad-
ditive functor F : A −→ B between additive categories, we denote by ImF = {B ∈ B | B ∼= F (A) for some A ∈
A } the essential image of F and by KerF = {A ∈ A | F (A) = 0} the kernel of F . For an abelian category A ,
and two classes X and Y of objects in A , we put X⊥ = {Y ∈ A | ExtiA (X,Y ) = 0, ∀ i > 0 and X ∈ X} and
⊥Y = {X ∈ A | ExtiA (X,Y ) = 0, for all i > 0 and Y ∈ Y}.
We denote by D(A ) the derived category of an abelian category A . Given a recollement of abelian categories
(A ,B,C ), we denote by DA (B) the full subcategory of D(B), whose objects are complexes of objects in B
with cohomologies in i(A ).
When considering triangulated categories like derived categories of abelian categories, existence of these cat-
egories always is assumed implicitly.
Acknowledgments. This is part of a long-term project of the authors, continuing the first and the third named
author’s work ([21]). Most of this research has been carried out during the first and the third named author’s
visits to Stuttgart in 2015; work on the project and preparation of this article has continued during visits to
Stuttgart in the years 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019. Part of the work has been supported by the National Natural
Science Foundation of China (grant 11771272, held by the first named author) and by the German research
council DFG through a postdoctoral position held by the third named author in 2017 and 2018.
Some of the results have been announced in the survey article [32]. The article quoted there as [GKP2015] has
been extended further and split into two articles. The current one is the first of these articles.
Some of the results of this article and the subsequent one have been presented in talks by the first named author
at a workshop in Xiamen and at a conference in Nagoya.
2. Definitions and first properties
2.1. Recollements. Recall the definition of a recollement of abelian categories, see for instance [6, 18, 32].
Definition 2.1. A recollement between abelian categories A ,B and C is a diagram
A
i // B e //
q
||
p
aa C
l
||
r
aa (2.1)
henceforth denoted by Rab(A ,B,C ) or just (A ,B,C ), satisfying the following conditions :
(i) (q, i, p) and (l, e, r) are adjoint triples.
(ii) The functors i, l, and r are fully faithful.
(iii) Im i = Ker e.
To compare recollements, the definition of equivalence of recollements from [34] will be used:
Definition 2.2. Let (A ,B,C ) and (A ′,B′,C ′) be two recollements of abelian categories. We say that
(A ,B,C ) and (A ′,B′,C ′) are equivalent if there are functors F : B −→ B′ and F ′ : C −→ C ′ which are
equivalences of categories such that the following diagram commutes up to natural equivalence :
B
e //
F ∼=

C
F ′∼=

B′
e′ // C ′
5Notation for units and counits. Throughout, we denote by µ : l ◦ e −→ IdB, resp. κ : i ◦ p −→ IdB, the
counit of the adjoint pair (l, e), resp. (i, p), and by λ : IdB −→ i◦q, resp. ν : IdB −→ r◦ e, the unit of the adjoint
pair (q, i), resp. (e, r).
Here are some basic properties of functors between abelian categories, to be used throughout the article: Left
adjoints preserve colimits and thus are right exact. Right adjoints preserve limits and thus are left exact. Basic
properties of functors in abelian recollements, to be used frequently, are as follows:
Remark 2.3. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories.
(i) The functors e : B −→ C and i : A −→ B are exact.
(ii) The composition of functors q ◦ l = p ◦ r = 0.
(iii) The counit e ◦ r −→ IdC of the adjoint pair (e, r), the unit IdC −→ e ◦ l of the adjoint pair (l, e), the
counit q ◦ i −→ IdA of the adjoint pair (q, i) and the unit IdA −→ p ◦ i of the adjoint pair (i, p) are
natural isomorphisms.
(iv) The functor i induces an equivalence between A and the Serre subcategory Ker e = Im i of B. In the
sequel we shall view this equivalence as an identification.
(v) For any object B in B, there exist the following exact sequences :
0 // KerµB // le(B)
µB // B
λB // iq(B) // 0 (2.2)
0 // ip(B)
κB // B
νB // re(B) // Coker νB // 0 (2.3)
where KerµB and Coker νB belong to A .
(vi) Since the functor e is exact, it has a fully faithful left adjoint and a fully faithful right adjoint.
(vii) By the previous claim, A is a localising and colocalising subcategory of B and there is an equivalence
B/A ≃ C . In particular any recollement Rab(A ,B,C ) induces a short exact sequence of abelian
categories 0 −→ A −→ B −→ C −→ 0. For more details see [32, subsection 2.1].
Remark 2.4. A recollement is determined by the adjoint triple (l, e, r) on the right hand side, where e is exact
and its left and its right adjoint both are fully faithful. Slightly more general, a recollement can be constructed
from an adjoint triple as follows (see [32, Remark 2.5] for details):
Let e : B −→ C be an ex-
act functor between abelian cate-
gories such that there is an adjoint
triple as follows:
B
e // C
l
||
r
aa (2.4)
Assume that l is fully faithful. The functor q : B −→ Ker e is defined by q(B) = CokerµB where µ : l ◦ e −→ IdB
is the counit of the adjoint pair (l, e). Similarly, the functor p : B −→ Ker e is defined by p(B) = Ker νB where
ν : IdB −→ r ◦ e is the unit of the adjoint pair (e, r). Then (q, i, p) is an adjoint triple, where i : Ker e −→ B is
the inclusion functor. Hence,
Ker e
i // B
e //
q
{{
p
bb C
l
||
r
aa
is a recollement of abelian categories. In a similar way,
the recollement can be reconstructed under the assump-
tion that r is fully faithful.
.
It remains to compare the recollement just constructed with the given one. Let Rab(A ,B,C ) be a recollement
and Rab(Ker e,B,C ) the recollement just constructed from the adjoint triple on the right hand side. Then the
two recollements Rab(A ,B,C ) and Rab(Ker e,B,C ) are equivalent in the sense of Definition 2.2.
So, up to equivalence the original recollement Rab(A ,B,C ) can be reconstructed from the adjoint triple
(l, e, r). Thus, there is an alternative way of defining a recollement of abelian categories: Given abelian categories
B and C , a recollement with middle term A is an adjoint triple (2.4) such that the functor l (or r) is fully
faithful.
2.2. Ladders. A ladder of an abelian recollement in the sense of Definition 1.1 yields further recollements in
the following way: Assume that there is a ladder as in 1.1. Moreover, assume that l0 is fully faithful. Then l2,
l4, . . . are fully faithful and r0, r2, . . . are also fully faithful.
Proposition 2.5. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories.
6(i) Assume that the recollement (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height n where n is an even positive number.
Then there exist recollements of abelian categories
Ker l1 // B l
1
//
zz
cc C
l2
||
l0
aa , . . . , Ker l
n−1 // B l
n−1
//
yy
cc C
ln
||
ln−2
aa
(ii) Assume that the recollement (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height n where n is an even positive number.
Then there exist recollements of abelian categories
Ker r1 // B
r1 //
zz
cc C
r0
||
r2
aa , . . . , Ker r
n−1 // B
rn−1 //
yy
dd C
rn−2
||
rn
aa
Proof. Statements (i) and (ii) follow from Remark 2.4. 
2.3. The reason for asymmetry. Definition 1.1 may be unexpected due to its lack of symmetry. A symmetric
definition analogous to that used for ladders of triangulated categories (see for instance [1, Section 3]) appears
much more natural, at least at first sight. We will see however that using such a definition would severely restrict
the scope and range of the theory we are attempting to build and of the applications exemplified by the main
theorems of this article. Symmetric ladders only can exist for comma categories, which in the case of module
categories means that the ring in the middle of the recollement has to be triangular. Moreover, a special case
of a classification result by Feng and Zhang [16] implies that for our purposes a symmetric definition of ladders
has little potential to distinguish various situations as it is needed in the characterisations we are aiming at. We
first address the issue of range and scope by showing that symmetric ladders occur only in special situations.
Suppose there is a diagram of the following form, which we will call a symmetric ladder:
...
...
A
i //
p1
??
q1
  
B
q2

e //
l1
  
q
vv
r1
??
p
hh
p2
ZZ C
l2

r2
ZZ
l0
ww
r0
gg
...
...
In such a situation, the adjoint triple
(q1, q, i) guarantees that the functor q
is exact, and similarly the adjoint triple
(i, p, p1) shows that the functor p is ex-
act. We will prove below: if there is
a recollement situation (A ,B,C ) such
that the functor q or p is exact then the
recollement (A ,B,C ) is equivalent to
one given by a comma category. In case
of module categories over rings, the lat-
ter statement says that the middle cate-
gory is modules over a triangular matrix
ring. Thus, such symmetric ladders can
occur in very special situations only.
We now recall what is a comma category. Let G : B −→ A be a right exact
functor between abelian categories. The objects of the comma category C =
(G ↓ Id) are triples (A,B, f) where f : G(B) −→ A is a morphism in A . A
morphism γ = (α, β) : (A,B, f) −→ (A′, B′, f ′) in C consists of two morphisms
α : A −→ A′ in A and β : B −→ B′ in B such that the following diagram is
commutative :
G(B)
G(β)

f // A
α

G(B′)
f ′ // A′
Since the functor G is right exact, it follows from [17] that the comma category C is abelian. We define the
following functors :
(i) The functor TB : B −→ C is defined by TB(Y ) = (G(Y ), Y, IdGY ) on objects Y in B and given a
morphism β : Y −→ Y ′ in B then TB(β) = (G(β), β) is a morphism in C .
(ii) The functor UB : C −→ B is defined by UB(A,B, f) = B on objects (A,B, f) in C and given a
morphism (α, β) : (A,B, f) −→ (A′, B′, f ′) in C then UB(α, β) = β is a morphism in B. Similarly, the
functor UA : C −→ A is defined.
(iii) The functor ZB : B −→ C is defined by ZB(Y ) = (0, Y, 0) on objects Y in B and given a morphism
β : Y −→ Y ′ in B then ZB(β) = (0, β) is a morphism in C . Similarly the functor ZA : A −→ C is
defined.
7(iv) The functor q : C −→ A is defined by q(A,B, f) = Coker f on objects (A,B, f) in C . A morphism
(α, β) : (A,B, f) −→ (A′, B′, f ′) in C induces a morphism q(α, β) : Coker f −→ Coker f ′.
When G has a right adjoint G′ : A −→ B, there are more functors. We denote by ǫ : GG′ −→ IdA the counit
and by η : IdB −→ G
′G the unit of the adjoint pair (G,G′).
(i) The functor HA : A −→ C is defined by HA (X) = (X,G
′(X), ǫX) on objects X in A and given a
morphism α : X −→ X ′ in A then HA (α) = (α,G
′(α)) is a morphism in C .
(ii) The functor p : C −→ B is defined by p(A,B, f) = Ker (ηB ◦G
′(f)) on objects (A,B, f) in C . A
morphism (α, β) : (A,B, f) −→ (A′, B′, f ′) in C induces p(α, β) : Ker (ηB ◦G
′(f)) −→ Ker (ηB′ ◦G
′(f ′)).
It is easy to check, see also [32], that the diagrams: A
ZA // C
UB //
q
||
UA
aa B
TB
||
ZB
aa (2.5)
and
B
ZB // C
UA //
UB
||
p
aa A
ZA
||
HA
aa
are recollements of abelian categories.
The following result is due to Franjou-Pirashvili [18, Proposition 8.9] who proved it using a characterisation
of when a recollement of abelian categories is equivalent to the MacPherson–Vilonen recollement. We provide a
direct proof using the recollement structure of a comma category together with a characterisation by Franjou-
Pirashvili for a comparison functor between recollements to be an equivalence.
Proposition 2.6. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories. Assume that the functor p is exact and
that B and C have enough projective objects. Let (pl ↓ IdC ) be the comma category whose objects are triples of
the form (A,C, f) where A ∈ A , C ∈ C and f : pl(C) −→ A is a morphism in A . Then the recollements of
abelian categories (A ,B,C ) and (A , (Id ↓ G),C ) are equivalent.
In particular, if the recollement (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height at least two, then the functor p is exact.
If in addition B and C have enough projective objects, then A is equivalent to a comma category.
In particular, if (A ,B,C ) is a recollement of module categories, then the ring in the middle is triangular.
Proof. Since the functor p is exact, the composition pl is right exact and therefore the comma category (pl ↓ Id) is
abelian [17]. The objects are triples (A,C, f) where f : pl(C) −→ A is a morphism in A . Then as in (2.5), there
is a recollement Rab(A , (pl ↓ Id),C ). We claim that the recollements Rab(A ,B,C ) and Rab(A , (pl ↓ Id),C )
are equivalent in the sense of Definition 2.2. To show this, we define the functor F : B −→ (pl ↓ Id) by
F(B) = (p(B), e(B), pµB) on objects B ∈ B, and if b : B −→ B
′ is a morphism in B, then F(b) = (p(b), e(b)) is
a morphism in (pl ↓ Id). Then it follows immediately that F is a comparison functor, i.e. the following diagram
commutes with all the structural functors of the recollements :
A
i // B
F

e //
q
zz
p
dd C
l
zz
r
dd
A
ZA // (pl ↓ IdC )
UC //
q′
zz
UA
dd C
TC
yy
ZC
ee
Note also that the functor F is exact since the functors p and e
are exact. It remains now to show that F is an equivalence of
categories. For this, it suffices to show that F is left admissible
(see [18, Theorem 7.2]), i.e. the following diagram is commutative :
A Ker p
L1qoo
F

(pl ↓ Id) Ker UA
L1q
′
oo
(2.6)
8Let B be an object of B such that p(B) = 0. Then clearly F(B) lies in Ker UA . Consider now a short exact
sequence with Q in ProjC :
0 // Ω(e(B))
β // Q
α // e(B) // 0 (2.7)
Then there is a short exact sequence
0 // Ker (0, α) // TC (Q)
(0,α) // ZB(e(B)) // 0 (2.8)
where TC (Q) lies in Proj(pl ↓ IdC ) and Ker (0, α) = (pl(Q),Kerα, pl(β)). Recall that the functor q
′ sends a
triple (A,C, f) to the object Coker f . Applying the functor q′ to (2.8), we get that the object L1q
′ZB(e(B)) is
isomorphic to ple(B).
We now compute the first left derived functor L1q(B). Applying the exact functor p to (2.2) and since
p(B) = 0, it follows that q(B) = 0 and therefore the counit map µB : le(B) −→ B is an epimorphism. Then
applying the functor l to (2.7) yields the short exact sequence
0 // Ω(B) // l(Q)
µB◦l(α) // e(B) // 0
with l(Q) projective. Applying the functor q and using ql = 0 (Remark 2.3) gives an isomorphism L1q(B) ∼=
q(Ω(B)). Consider the following exact commutative diagram:
ple(Ω(B))

// pl(Q)
pl(α) // ple(B)
pµB

// 0
0 // p(Ω(B))

// pl(Q)
p(µB◦l(α)) // p(B) // 0
q(Ω(B))
Since p(B) = 0, the Snake Lemma implies that q(Ω(B)) is isomorphic to ple(B). Hence, the diagram (2.6) is
commutative and thus the functor F is an equivalence of categories.
Finally, if (A ,B,C ) is a recollement of module categories, then the above comma category is the module
category of a triangular matrix ring, see [5, 17]. 
The following result is dual and has a similar proof.
Proposition 2.7. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories. Assume that the functor q is exact and
that B and C have enough injective objects. Let (IdC ↓ qr) be the comma category whose objects are triples of
the form (A,C, f) where A ∈ A , C ∈ C and f : A −→ qr(C) is a morphism in A . Then the recollements of
abelian categories (A ,B,C ) and (A , (IdC ↓ qr),C ) are equivalent.
In particular, if the recollement (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height at least two, then the functor q is exact.
If in addition B and C have enough injective objects, then A is equivalent to a comma category.
In particular, if (A ,B,C ) is a recollement of module categories, then the ring in the middle is triangular.
Remark 2.8. Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 show that non-trivial symmetric ladders of module categories (or more
general abelian categories) only can exist in the case of comma categories or triangular matrix algebras. In fact,
when the symmetric ladder extends the given recollement downwards, the functors p and r must be exact and
Proposition 2.6 becomes applicable. When the symmetric ladder extends the given recollement upwards, the
functors q and l must be exact and Proposition 2.7 becomes applicable.
Another limitation of the concept of symmetric ladders is implied by work of Feng and Zhang [16]. Starting
with a Serre subcategory of a Grothendieck category and the corresponding exact sequence of abelian categories,
they have given a full classification of all symmetric partial or full recollements or ladders. This classification
gives just seven cases, three of which are partial recollements. The fourth case is recollements that cannot be
extended to non-trivial ladders. When non-trivial symmetric ladders exist, Feng and Zhang’s classification states
that there are only three cases: Upwards extension by one step or downwards extension by one step or ladders
that are infinite both upwards and downwards.
Hence, using symmetric ladders severely restricts the scope and range of the theory by limiting it to comma
categories or triangular matrix rings, and in addition by allowing for only three kinds of non-trivial ladders,
which is much less flexibility than we need for homological characterisations such as in the main results of this
article.
93. More examples and some ladders in action
For various classes of rings, ladders of recollements are constructed and ladders (and their heights) will be
connected to ring theoretical or module theoretical properties. Ladders determine such properties and the
existence of ladders depends on properties of certain modules. In the last subsection, the height of a ladder is
characterised in terms of certain modules being projective or not (Theorem 3.10).
3.1. Morita context rings. Any ring with a decomposition of the unit into a sum of two orthogonal idempotents
can be written as a Morita context ring.
Example 3.1. Let R be a ring and consider the Morita context ring ∆(0,0) =
(
R R
R R
)
(see [20, 24]). Its modules
are tuples of the form
(X,Y, f, g) : X
f
// Y
goo
where X , Y are in Mod-R and g ◦ f = 0 = f ◦ g. A morphism between two tuples (X,Y, f, g) and (X ′, Y ′, f ′, g′)
is a pair of R-homomorphisms (a, b) such that b ◦ f = f ′ ◦ a and a ◦ g = g′ ◦ b. By [21, Proposition 4.4], the
module category Mod-∆(0,0) admits a recollement of module categories with an infinite ladder (of period three).
This algebra is the preprojective algebra of Dynkin type A2. By [21, Proposition 4.4], there are infinite ladders
(of period three) for all preprojective algebras of Dynkin type An and more generally for the preprojective algebras
of Dynkin species An.
3.2. Homological embeddings. An exact functor i : A −→ B between abelian categories is called a homolog-
ical embedding (see [33]), if the map inX,Y : Ext
n
A (X,Y ) −→ Ext
n
B(i(X), i(Y )) is an isomorphism of abelian groups
for all X,Y in A and for all n ≥ 0. A recollement (A ,B,C ) of abelian categories is called a homological
recollement, if i is a homological embedding.
Let Λ be an associative ring and I a two-sided ideal of Λ. We are going to construct a family of homological
recollements, depending on a natural number n ≥ 2, which we fix from now on. Define an n× n matrix ring Γ
and idempotents f, g ∈ Γ
Γ =


Λ I I · · · I I
Λ Λ I · · · I I
Λ Λ Λ · · · I I
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
Λ Λ Λ · · · Λ I
Λ Λ Λ · · · Λ Λ


and f =


0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1

 and g =


1 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0


and an (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix ring Σ =


Λ/I 0 · · · 0
Λ/I Λ/I · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
Λ/I Λ/I · · · Λ/I


There are isomorphisms Σ = Γ/ΓfΓ and Λ = fΓf . Then there is a homological recollement of module
categories (Mod-Σ,Mod-Γ,Mod-Λ), which as we will see has r-height at least three and l-height at least one
Mod-Σ
i // Mod-Γ
fΓ⊗Γ− //
q
yy
p
dd
r1
DDMod-Λ
r2
VV
r0
dd
l0
yy
(3.1)
where 

e = fΓ⊗Γ − ∼= f(−)
r0 = HomfΓf (fΓ,−) ∼= Γg ⊗Λ −
r1 = HomΓ(Γg,−) ∼= gΓ⊗Γ − ∼= g(−)
r2 = HomΛ(gΓ,−)
The values of the l-height and the r-height depend on properties of the ideal I:
Proposition 3.2. Let Λ, Γ and Σ as above. The following hold.
(i) The recollement (3.1) is homological and it has l-height at least one and r-height at least three.
(ii) If I is not projective as both a left and a right Λ-module, then the recollement (3.1) has exactly l-height
one and r-height three.
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(iii) If ΛI is projective, then the recollement (3.1) has l-height at least one and r-height at least four.
(iv) If IΛ is projective, then the recollement (3.1) has l-height at least two and r-height at least three.
(v) The recollement (3.1) induces a recollement of derived module categories which admits a ladder of height
at least four if and only ΛI has finite projective dimension.
Proof. The fact that (3.1) is homological can be checked directly by using that fΓ is projective and since
Γf ⊗fΓf fΓ ∼= ΓfΓ (i.e. ΓfΓ is a stratifying ideal), see also [19] for a more detailed proof. For the ladder the
key point is the description of r0: The functor r0 is exact since the left Λ-module fΓ = ( Λ Λ ··· Λ ) is projective.
Also, the functor r0 preserves coproducts since fΓ is finitely generated. Then, by Watts’ Theorem, the functor r0
is naturally isomorphic to Γ HomΛ(fΓ,Λ)⊗Λ −. Moreover, HomΛ(fΓ,Λ) is isomorphic to Γg as Γ-Λ-bimodules.
This completes the description of r0. Thus, the functor r0 becomes the left adjoint of the standard adjoint triple
induced by the idempotent g and there is a ladder of r-height at least three.
Next we have to ask if r2 admits a right adjoint so that (Mod-Σ,Mod-Γ,Mod-Λ) has r-height at least four. We
compute that gΓ = ( Λ I ··· I ) and therefore r2 admits a right adjoint if and only if ΛI is projective. Similarly,
the functor l0 = Γf ⊗Λ − has a left adjoint if and only if IΛ is projective. In this case, the recollement
(Mod-Σ,Mod-Γ,Mod-Λ) has l-height at least two.
The recollement (†) induces a ladder of derived module categories ([13], see also [32, Theorem 8.3]) of height
at least three:
D(Mod-Σ)
i // D(Mod-Γ)
fΓ⊗Γ− //
ww
gg
r1
BB
D(Mod-Λ)
Rr2
WW
r0
gg
Ll0
ww
Note that the adjoints on the right side of the recollement induce adjoints on the left side, so we get a ladder of
r-height three (going downwards).
We infer that ΛI has finite projective dimension if and only if there exists a bounded complex P
• of projective
left Λ-modules such that the functor Rr2 ∼= HomD(Mod-Λ)(P
•,−) if and only if Rr2 admits a right adjoint. 
Example 3.3. Let Λ be an Artin algebra and ΛeΛ a stratifying ideal of Λ. Recall from [13], see also [2], that
ΛeΛ is called stratifying if the surjective homomorphism Λ −→ Λ/ΛeΛ is homological [23], i.e. the canonical
functor Mod-Λ/ΛeΛ −→ Mod-Λ is a homological embedding. Let
Γ =


Λ ΛeΛ ΛeΛ · · · ΛeΛ ΛeΛ
Λ Λ ΛeΛ · · · ΛeΛ ΛeΛ
Λ Λ Λ · · · ΛeΛ ΛeΛ
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
Λ Λ Λ · · · Λ ΛeΛ
Λ Λ Λ · · · Λ Λ


be an n× n matrix al-
gebra and let Σ =


Λ/ΛeΛ 0 · · · 0
Λ/ΛeΛ Λ/ΛeΛ · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
Λ/ΛeΛ Λ/ΛeΛ · · · Λ/ΛeΛ


be an (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix algebra. Taking an idempotent f =


0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1

 and g =


1 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0


of Γ, then by Proposition 3.2 there exists a homological recollement of module categories, which has l-height at
least one and r-height at least three:
mod-Σ
i // mod-Γ
fΓ⊗Γ− //
q
yy
p
dd
r1
DDmod-Λ
r2
VV
r0
dd
l0
yy
Ladders can be used to identify idempotent ideals as stratifying ideals:
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Proposition 3.4. Let Λ be an Artin algebra and I = ΛeΛ an idempotent ideal of Λ. Let
Γ =


Λ ΛeΛ ΛeΛ · · · ΛeΛ ΛeΛ
Λ Λ ΛeΛ · · · ΛeΛ ΛeΛ
Λ Λ Λ · · · ΛeΛ ΛeΛ
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
Λ Λ Λ · · · Λ ΛeΛ
Λ Λ Λ · · · Λ Λ


be an n× n matrix al-
gebra and let Σ =


Λ/ΛeΛ 0 · · · 0
Λ/ΛeΛ Λ/ΛeΛ · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
Λ/ΛeΛ Λ/ΛeΛ · · · Λ/ΛeΛ


be an (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix algebra. Consider the following recollement:
mod-Σ
i // mod-Γ
fΓ⊗Γ− //
q
yy
p
dd mod-Λ
r0
dd
l0
yy
(∗)
If (∗) has l-height two or r-height three, then ΛeΛ is a stratifying ideal of Λ.
Proof. Apply Proposition 3.3: If (∗) has l-height two or r-height three, then Γf or fΓ is a projective fΓf -module.
This means that ΛeΛ is projective as a right Λ-module or as a left Λ-module. Thus in both cases, ΛeΛ is a
stratifying ideal. 
Given an ideal I, one may form another kind of algebras also yielding ladders:
Example 3.5. Let A be a k-algebra, where k is a commutative ring, and I a two-sided ideal of A. Consider the
following matrix rings
Λ =


A I I2 I3 I4
A A I I3 I4
A A A I I4
A A A A I
A A A A A

 and Γ =


A/I4 I/I4 I2/I4 I3/I4
A/I4 A/I4 I/I4 I3/I4
A/I4 A/I4 A/I4 I/I4
A/I A/I A/I A/I


and the idempotent elements e =


0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1

 and f =


1 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0

. Then the following recollement
of module categories (Mod-Λ/ΛeΛ,Mod-Λ,Mod-eΛe) has r-height at least three
Mod-Γ // Mod-Λ
e //
yy
dd
r1
DDMod-A
r2
VV
r0
dd
yy
where e = eΛ⊗Λ−, r
0 ∼= Λf⊗A−,
r1 = HomΛ(Λf,−) ∼= fΛ ⊗Λ − ∼=
f(−) and r2 = HomA(fΛ,−).
Indeed, fΛf ∼= eΛe ∼= A, Λ/ΛeΛ ∼= Γ, HomA(eΛ,−) ∼= Λf ⊗A − and fΛ =
(
A I I2 I3 I4
)
. Moreover, r2
admits a right adjoint if and only if each Ii is a projective left A-module for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 4.
In particular, let k be a field, A = k[x]/〈xn〉 for some n ≥ 1 and I = radA. Then the recollement has r-height
three, since I = radA is a non-projective maximal ideal of A.
Now we turn to examples, where finitely many ideals are given:
Example 3.6. Let A be a k-algebra over a commutative ring k, and I1, I2, . . . , In−1 two-sided ideals of A such
that In−1 ⊆ Ii for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2. Consider the following matrix rings
Λ =


A I1 I2 · · · In−2 In−1
A A I2 · · · In−2 In−1
A A A · · · In−2 In−1
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
A A A · · · A In−1
A A A · · · A A


and Γ =


A/In−1 I1/In−1 I2/In−1 · · · In−2/In−1
A/In−1 A/In−1 I2/In−1 · · · In−2/In−1
...
...
...
. . .
...
A/In−1 A/In−1 A/In−1 · · · A/In−1


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and the idempotent elements e =


0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1

 and f =


1 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0

. Then the following recollement
of module categories (Mod-Λ/ΛeΛ,Mod-Λ,Mod-eΛe) has r-height at least three
Mod-Γ // Mod-Λ e //
yy
dd
r1
DDMod-A
r2
VV
r0
dd
l0
yy
where l0 = Λe⊗A−, e = eΛ⊗Λ−, r
0 = Λf ⊗A−,
r1 = HomΛ(Λf,−) ∼= fΛ ⊗Λ − ∼= f(−) and r
2 =
HomA(fΛ,−).
In particular, if A is a hereditary algebra, then the recollement has l-height at least two and r-height at
least four. Indeed, fΛf ∼= eΛe ∼= A, Λ/ΛeΛ ∼= Γ, HomA(eΛ,−) ∼= Λf ⊗A −, fΛ ∼=
(
A I1 · · · In−1
)
and Λe =


In−1
In−1
· · ·
In−1
A

. Thus r
2 admits a right adjoint if and only if each Ii is a projective left A-module for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and l0 admits a left adjoint if and only if In−1 is a projective right A-module.
For an explicit example, let A be hereditary, then each Ii is a projective left A-module for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Thus r2 admits a right adjoint and l0 admits a left adjoint.
Remark 3.7. Example 3.6 shows that derived equivalences don’t preserve the height of ladders. Indeed, by [11,
Corollary 3.2], the ring Λ is derived equivalent to the matrix ring
∆ :=


A/I1 0 0 · · · 0 0
A/I1 A/I2 0 · · · 0 0
A/I1 A/I2 A/I3 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
A/I1 A/I2 A/I3 · · · A/In−1 0
A/I1 A/I2 A/I3 · · · A/In−1 A


Let Σ :=


A/I1 0 0 · · · 0
A/I1 A/I2 0 · · · 0
A/I1 A/I2 A/I3 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
A/I1 A/I2 A/I3 · · · A/In−1


and the idempotent element e :=


0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1

. Then the
following recollement (Mod-∆/∆e∆, Mod-∆,Mod-e∆e) has l-height at least two:
Mod-Σ
i // Mod-∆
l1

e //
q
yy
p
ee Mod-A
l0
yy
r0
ee
Indeed, e∆e ∼= A, ∆/∆e∆ ∼= Σ, ∆e ∼=


0
0
...
A

 and e∆e ∼= A. This implies that ∆e is a projective right e∆e-
module and so l0 admits a left adjoint. If In−1 is not a projective right A-module, then (Mod-Γ,Mod-Λ,Mod-A)
has l-height one. This means that the two recollements (Mod-Γ,Mod-Λ,Mod-A) and (Mod-Σ,Mod-∆, Mod-A)
have different l-heights.
3.3. Morphism categories. Let A be an abelian category and Morn(A ) the n-morphism category of A
(see [5]). The objects of Morn(A ) are sequences of the form X1
f1
−→ X2
f2
−→ · · · −→ Xn−1
fn−1
−−−→ Xn such that
all Xi ∈ A ; this object is denoted by (X, f). Given two objects (X, f) and (X
′, f ′), a morphism between them
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is a commutative diagram:
X1
a1

f1 // X2
a2

f2 // · · ·
fn−1 // Xn
an

X ′1
f ′1 // X ′2
f ′2 // · · ·
f ′
n−1 // X ′n
that is, f ′iai = ai+1fi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, where ai : Ai −→ A
′
i are morphisms in A for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The
category Morn(A ) is known to be an abelian category.
For an example, let R be a ring and consider the lower triangular n× n-matrix ring
Tn(R) =


R 0 · · · 0
R R · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
R R · · · R


Then there is an equivalence of abelian categories between Mod-Tn(R) and Morn(Mod-R), see [5].
Define functors from Morn(A ) to A :

l1(X1
f1
−→ X2
f2
−→ · · ·
fn−1
−−−→ Xn) = Coker fn−1
e(X1 −→ X2 −→ · · · −→ Xn) = Xn
r1(X1 −→ X2 −→ · · · −→ Xn) = X1
r3(X1
f1
−→ X2
f2
−→ · · ·
fn−1
−−−→ Xn) = Ker f1
On morphisms these functors are defined in a natural way. Define functors from A to Morn(A ) :

l0(X) = (0 −→ 0 −→ · · · −→ X)
r0(X) = (X
IdX−−→ X
IdX−−→ · · ·
IdX−−→ X)
r2(X) = (X −→ 0 −→ · · · −→ 0)
Moreover, define the functor
i : Morn−1(A ) −→ Morn(A ), i(X1 −→ X2 −→ · · · −→ Xn−1) = (X1 −→ X2 −→ · · · −→ Xn−1 −→ 0)
and finally define functors from Morn(A ) to Morn−1(A ) :

q(X1 −→ X2 −→ · · · −→ Xn) = (X1 −→ X2 −→ · · · −→ Xn−1)
p(X1
f1
−→ · · ·
fn−1
−−−→ Xn) = (Ker (fn−1 · · · f2f1) −→ Ker (fn−1 · · · f2) −→ · · · −→ Ker fn−1)
Example 3.8. Let Morn(A ) be the n-morphism category of an abelian category A . Then the functors defined
above fit into a recollement of abelian categories (Morn−1(A ),Morn(A ),A ) with l-height two and r-height four :
Morn−1(A )
i // Morn(A )
r1
EE
r3
KK
l1

e //
q
ww
p
gg A
r2
VV
l0
yy
r0
ee
Claim 1: (Morn−1(A ),Morn(A ),A ) is a recollement.
By the definition of the functor e, Ker e is equivalent to Morn−1(A ). It suffices to prove that (l
0, e, r0) is an
adjoint triple and l0 is fully faithful.
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Let X be an object in A and (Y, g) = (Y1
g1
−→ Y2
g2
−→ · · ·
gn−2
−−−→ Yn−1
gn−1
−−−→ Yn) an object in Morn(A ). Since
HomMorn(A )(l
0(X), (Y, g)) ∼= HomA (X,Yn) = HomA (X, e(Y, g)), it follows that (l
0, e) is an adjoint pair between
Morn(A ) and A . Since the object r
0(X) has an identity, there are isomorphisms HomMorn(A )((Y, g), r
0(X)) ∼=
HomA (Yn, X) = HomA (e(Y, g), X). This shows that (e, r
0) is an adjoint pair between A and Morn(A ). Since
e ◦ l0(X) = X for each object X in A , it follows that l0 is fully faithful.
Claim 2: (l1, l0), (r0, r1), (r1, r2) and (r2, r3) are adjoint pairs.
Let (X, f) be an object in Morn(A ) and Y an object in A . The isomorphisms HomMorn(A )((X, f), l
0(Y ))
∼= HomA (Coker fn−1, Y ) = HomA (l
1(X, f), Y ) imply that (l1, l0) is an adjoint pair. Moreover, the isomorphisms
HomMorn(A )((X, f), r
2(Y )) ∼= HomA (X1, Y ) = HomA (r
1(X, f), Y ) imply that (r1, r2) is an adjoint pair. More-
over, (r0, r1) and (r2, r3) are adjoint pairs. This implies that the recollement (Morn−1(A ),Morn(A ),A ) admits
a ladder of l-height two and r-height four.
Note that l1 and r3 are not in general exact functors.
Remark 3.9. Consider the n-morphism category Morn(A ) and its recollement.
(i) Since the functor q is exact, the functor i is a homological embedding by [33, Theorem 3.9].
(ii) A special case of Example 3.8 is about module categories: The recollement of module categories
(Mod-Tn−1(R),Mod-Tn(R),Mod-R) admits a ladder of l-height two and r-height four. This relates
to previous examples involving homological embeddings as follows:
Let e =


0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1

 and f =


1 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0

. Then the above functor e = eTn(R), the
module eTn(R) is a left projective eTn(R)e-module, HomeTn(R)e(eTn(R), eTn(R)e)
∼= Tn(R)f as
(Tn(R), eTn(R)e)-bimodules, and moreover, r
3 = HomTn(R)(HomfTn(R)f (fTn(R), fTn(R)f),−).
Here, HomfTn(R)f (fTn(R), fTn(R)f) = (R, 0, · · · , 0), which is not a left projective Tn(R)-module.
This implies that r3 is not an exact functor.
3.4. Characterising the height of a ladder. A ladder of r-height or l-height n can be built up inductively
by going up or going down step by step for some integer n ≥ 2. A characterisation is given when a recollement
of module categories admits a ladder of r-height or l-height exactly m for m ≥ 2.
Theorem 3.10. Let Λ be an Artin algebra, e an idempotent element1 and Γ := eΛe. Consider the recollement
of Mod-Λ induced by the idempotent element e. Define a sequence of Λ-Γ (or Γ-Λ)-bimodules by M0 := eΛ,
M1 := HomΓ(M0,Γ), M2 := HomΛ(M1,Λ), . . . , M2n+1 := HomΓ(M2n,Γ), M2n+2 := HomΛ(M2n+1,Λ), . . . (for
n ≥ 0). Then:
(i) The recollement admits a ladder of r-height exactly 2n + 2 if and only if Mj is projective as a left
Γ-module for all even j ≤ 2n, Mj is projective as a left Λ-module for all odd j < 2n+ 1 and M2n+1 is
not projective as a left Λ-module.
(ii) The recollement admits a ladder of r-height exactly 2n + 3 if and only if Mj is projective as a left
Γ-module for all even j ≤ 2n, M2n+2 is not projective as a left Γ-module and Mj is projective as a left
Λ-module for all odd j ≤ 2n+ 1.
Proof. The ladder can be built up inductively by going down step by step. When a new functor rj+1 appears at
the bottom, it is a right adjoint and thus left exact. Moreover, then rj , which is already known to be left exact,
is a left adjoint of rj+1 and thus right exact, hence exact.
Since all modules Mj are finitely generated over Λ or Γ, respectively, all functors Hom(Mj ,−) preserve
coproducts. Thus, Watts’ theorem can be applied to identify all rj inductively as such functors. Therefore,
rj+1 is exact if and only Mj is a projective left module over Λ or Γ, respectively. Building up the ladder stops
exactly when the functor rj+1 at the bottom is not exact, which means that the module Mj occuring in its first
argument is not projective. 
We close this subsection by formulating the dual result. In this case, to get the adjoints instead of Watts’
theorem we use the well known isomorphism P ⊗Λ− ∼= HomΛ(HomΛ(P,Λ),−) for a finitely generated projective
Λ-module P . The easy proof is left to the reader.
Theorem 3.11. Let Λ be an Artin algebra, e an idempotent element and Γ := eΛe. Consider the recollement
of Mod-Λ induced by the idempotent element e. Define a sequence of Λ-Γ (or Γ-Λ)-bimodules by M0 := Λe,
M1 := HomΓ(M0,Γ), M2 := HomΛ(M1,Λ), . . . , M2n+1 := HomΓ(M2n,Γ), M2n+2 := HomΛ(M2n+1,Λ), . . . (for
n ≥ 0). Then:
1To avoid trivial cases in both these two theorems (i.e. Γ being zero or Λ), the idempotent e is considered to be non-trivial.
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(i) The recollement admits a ladder of l-height exactly 2n + 2 if and only if Mj is projective as a right
Γ-module for all even j ≤ 2n, Mj is projective as a right Λ-module for all odd j < 2n+ 1 and M2n+1
is not projective as a right Λ-module.
(ii) The recollement admits a ladder of l-height exactly 2n + 3 if and only if Mj is projective as a right
Γ-module for all even j < 2n+ 2, M2n+2 is not projective as a right Γ-module and Mj is projective as
a right Λ-module for all odd j ≤ 2n+ 1.
3.5. Abelian ladders from triangulated ladders through coherent functors. In this subsection we show
how from a recollement of triangulated categories we can obtain a recollement of abelian categories via abelianisa-
tion, i.e. by taking the category of coherent functors. This method will produce recollements of abelian categories
with a ladder.
Recall some basics on coherent functors. Let A be an additive category. An additive functor F : A op −→ Ab
is called coherent, if there exists an exact sequence of the form:
HomA (−, X) // HomA (−, Y ) // F // 0
where the objects X and Y lie in A . We denote by mod-A the category of coherent functors over A . Recall
that a map X −→ Y is a weak kernel of Y −→ Z if the following sequence is exact :
HomA (−, X) // HomA (−, Y ) // HomA (−, Z)
The category of coherent functors mod-A is abelian if and only if A has weak kernels. Moreover, the category
mod-A has enough projectives and the Yoneda embedding YA : A −→ mod-A , A 7→ HomA (−, A), induces an
equivalence between A and Proj(mod-A ) (when A has split idempotents). For more details on coherent functors
we refer to the work of Auslander [3, 4].
Let T be a triangulated category. Since T has weak kernels, the category of coherent functors mod-T is abelian.
The latter category is also known as the abelianisation of T, see for example [27, Appendix A].
Let e : T −→ V be a triangle functor between triangulated categories. Then by the universal property of the
Yoneda embedding, there is a unique exact functor ecoh : mod-T −→ mod-V such that the following diagram is
commutative :
T
YT //
e

mod-T
ecoh

V
YV // mod-V
Consider now a recollement Rtr(U,T,V) of tri-
angulated categories :
U
i // T e //
q
}}
p
aa V
l
}}
r
aa
Then it easily follows (see [27, Lemma A.3])
that there is an adjoint triple : mod-T
ecoh // mod-V
lcoh
yy
rcoh
dd
Also, the functors lcoh and rcoh are fully faithful since the functors l and r are fully faithful, respectively.
Proposition 3.12. Let Rtr(U,T,V) be a recollement of triangulated categories. Then:
(i) The abelianisation of Rtr(U,T,V) gives rise to a recollement of abelian cateogries
Ker ecoh
inc // mod-T
ecoh //
yy
ee mod-V
lcoh
yy
rcoh
dd (3.2)
(ii) If
mod-U
icoh // mod-T
ecoh //
qcoh
yy
pcoh
dd mod-V
lcoh
yy
rcoh
dd (3.3)
is a recollement of abelian categories, then Rtr(U,T,V) splits.
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(iii) If Rtr(U,T,V) admits a ladder of l-height n, resp. r-height m, then the recollement (3.2) admits a ladder
of l-height n, resp. r-height m, in the sense of Definition 1.1.
Proof. (i) This follows from the above discussion and Remark 2.4.
(ii) It is easy to check that the diagram (3.3) satisfies all conditions of a recollement of abelian categories
except that Im icoh = Ker ecoh. This, in particular, means that the sequence of abelian categories 0 −→ mod-U −→
mod-T −→ mod-V −→ 0 is not, in general, exact. Let us assume now that (3.3) is a recollement.
By Remark 2.3, for a functor F in mod-T there is an exact sequence
lcohecoh(F ) // F // icohqcoh(F ) // 0 .
For F = HomT(−, T ) there are isomorphisms
lcohecoh(F ) ∼= HomT(−, le(T )) and icohqcoh(F ) ∼= HomT(−, iq(T )).
This yields the exact sequence
HomT(−, le(T )) // HomT(−, T ) // HomT(−, iq(T )) // 0 . (3.4)
Since Rtr(U,T,V) is a recollement of triangulated categories, there is a canonical triangle le(T ) −→ T −→
iq(T ) −→ le(T )[1]. Note that the maps in (3.4) are induced by the adjunction morphisms of the canonical
triangle. Since the sequence (3.4) is exact for all X in T, it follows by Yoneda’s Lemma that the morphism
iq(T ) −→ le(T )[1] is zero. This implies that the canonical triangle splits. Similarly, the exact sequence
0 // icohpcoh(F ) // F // rcohecoh(F )
yields the canonical triangle ip(T ) −→ T −→ re(T ) −→ ip(T )[1] splits. Thus, the recollement Rtr(U,T,V) splits.
(iii) Assume that Rtr(U,T,V) ad-
mits a ladder of l-height n, or a
ladder of r-height m (in the sense
of [1]). This gives the diagram:
...
...
U
i //
p1
??
q1

T
q2

e //
l1

q
ww
r1
??
p
gg
p2
YY V
l2

r2
YY
l0
ww
r0
gg
...
...
which either goes up n steps
or goes down m steps. Then
from (i), there is a recollement of
abelian categories with a ladder of
l-height n (n − 1 left adjoints of
ecoh) :
...
Ker ecoh
inc // mod-T
ecoh //
l1coh
!!uu
ii mod-V
l2coh

l0coh
uu
r0coh
hh
or a recollement with
a ladder of r-height m
(m−1 right adjoints of
ecoh) :
Ker ecoh
inc // mod-T
e //
uu
r1coh
>>ii mod-V
r2coh
ZZ
l0
uu
r0coh
hh
...

Example 3.13. Let Rtr(U,T,V) be a recollement of k-linear triangulated categories, where k is a field. As-
sume that T admits a Serre functor ST and let S
−1
T
its quasi-inverse. An example is the bounded derived
category of an algebra having finite global dimension. Then from the recollement Rtr(U,T,V) it follows that
ST induces Serre functors SU and SV in U and V, respectively. Then from [26] there is an infinite ladder
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U
q1

...
p1
GG
i // T
l1

...



e //
q
}}
...
r1
GG
p
aa V
l
}}
...



r
aa
where q1 = S−1
T
◦ i ◦ SU, l
1 =
S−1
V
◦ e ◦ ST , p
1 = ST ◦ i ◦ S
−1
U
,
r1 = SV ◦ e ◦ S
−1
T
and the remain-
ing functors are defined similarly.
Then Proposition 3.12 implies the
following recollement of abelian
categories of infinite ladder :
...
Ker ecoh
inc // mod-T
r1coh
>>
ecoh //
l1coh
!!uu
ii mod-V
r2coh
ZZ
l2coh

l0coh
uu
r0coh
hh
...
4. Deriving recollements with ladders
Given a recollement of abelian categories (A ,B,C ) with ladders, recollements of triangulated categories can
be constructed that involve derived categories or singularity categories of the given abelian categories. This
proves in particular Theorem A.
In the sequel, we need the following standard lemma, see for instance [29].
Lemma 4.1. Let A and B be abelian categories and assume that there is an adjoint pair of exact functors
(F,G), i.e. F : A // B : G
oo
, between A and B. Then there is an adjoint pair (F,G) between the unbounded
derived categories of A and B which restricts to the bounded derived categories. Moreover, if G : B −→ A is
fully faithful, then the induced functor G : D(B) −→ D(A ) is also fully faithful.
Let T be a triangulated category. Given a triangulated subcategory X of T, the Verdier quotient T/X is known
to be a triangulated category, and there is a quotient functor q : T −→ T/X. Let T be an object of T. Then
q(T ) ∼= 0 if and only if T is a direct summand of an object in X. When X is a thick triangulated subcategory of T,
the kernel Ker q of q coincides with X, that is, 0 −→ X −→ T −→ T/X −→ 0 is an exact sequence of triangulated
categories.
Lemma 4.2. Let F : T −→ S be a triangle functor between triangulated categories which has a right adjoint
functor G : S −→ T.
(i) ([10, Proposition 1.5 and 1.6]) Assume that the functor G is fully faithful. Then the functor F induces
a triangle equivalence between the Verdier quotient T/KerF and S.
(ii) ([31, Lemma 2.1]) Let X and Y be triangulated subcategories of T and S, respectively, such that F (X) ⊆
Y and G(Y) ⊆ X. Then F induces a triangle functor T/X −→ S/Y and G induces a right adjoint
mathcalS/Y −→ T/X. If G is fully faithful, then the induced right adjoint S/Y −→ T/X is also fully
faithful.
(iii) ([12, Section 2.1], [30, Section 2]) Assume that the functor F is fully faithful and has a left adjoint
H : S −→ T, i.e. (H,F,G) is an adjoint triple. Then there is a recollement of triangulated categories :
T
F // S //
H
}}
G
`` S/ ImF
{{
cc
such that KerH = ⊥(ImF ) ≃ S/ ImF ≃ (ImF )⊥ = KerG.
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Lemma 4.3. Let (U,T,V) be a recollement of triangulated categories
U
i // T e //
q
}}
p
aa V
l
}}
r
aa
Assume that X, respectively Y, is a triangulated subcategory of T, respectively V, such that l(Y) ⊆ X, e(X) ⊆ Y
and r(Y) ⊆ X. Then there exists a recollement of triangulated categories
Ker e // T/X
e //
zz
cc V/Y
l
zz
r
dd
Proof. Lemma 4.2 (ii) implies that (l, e, r) induces an adjoint triple (l, e, r) between T/X and V/Y with r is fully
faithful. Since e is a Verdier quotient functor, it follows that l is fully faithful. 
Before we produce a recollement of triangulated categories, involving derived or singularity categories, we
need to recall the notion of torsion pairs in abelian categories. Let A be an abelian category. A torsion pair in
A is a pair (X,Y) of full subcategories such that (i) HomA (X,Y) = 0, and (ii) for all objects A ∈ A , there is an
exact sequence 0 −→ XA −→ A −→ Y
A −→ 0 where XA ∈ X and Y
A ∈ Y.
Proposition 4.4. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories.
(i) Assume that B is a cocomplete abelian category (that is, small coproducts exist) and that the recollement
(A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height two. Then the pair (Ker l1, (Ker l1)⊥) is a torsion pair in B.
(ii) Assume that the recollement (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height three. Then there is a recollement of
abelian categories
Ker l1 // B l
1
//
zz
cc C
l2
||
l0
aa
and (l1, l0, e) induces a recollement of triangulated categories
D(C )
l0 // D(B) //
l1
yy
e
ee
DA (B)
yy
ee
which restricts to the bounded derived categories.
(iii) Assume that B is a complete abelian category (that is, small products exist) and that the recollement
(A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height two. Then the pair (⊥(Ker r1),Ker r1) is a torsion pair in B.
(iv) Assume that the recollement (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height three. Then there is a recollement
of abelian categories
Ker r1 // B r
1
//
zz
cc C
r0
||
r2
aa
and (e, r0, r1) induces a recollement of triangulated categories
D(C )
r0 // D(B) //
e
yy
r1
ee
DA (B)
yy
ee
which restricts to the bounded derived categories.
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Proof. (i) It suffices to show that Ker l1 is a torsion class, i.e. it is closed under quotient objects, coproducts and
extensions. Since (l1, l0) is an adjoint pair, the functor l1 is right exact and therefore Ker l1 is closed under quotient
objects. Assume that 0 −→ B1 −→ B −→ B2 −→ 0 is an exact sequence in B with B1, B2 in Ker l
1. Applying l1
shows that B also lies in Ker l1, that is, Ker l1 is closed under extensions. Let Bi, i ∈ I, be a family of objects in
B which lie in Ker l1. Since l1 is a left adjoint, it preserves coproducts and therefore l1(∐i∈IBi) ∼= ∐i∈I l
1(Bi) = 0.
Hence, Ker l1 is closed under coproducts. We infer that (Ker l1, (Ker l1)⊥) is a torsion pair.
(ii) Since there is the adjoint triple (l2, l1, l0) and l0 is fully faithful, Remark 2.3 implies the existence of a
recollement (Ker l1,B,C ) of abelian categories.
By Lemma 4.1, the exact adjoint triple (l1, l0, e) between B and C induces an adjoint triple (l1, l0, e) between
D(B) and D(C ). Since there is an exact sequence 0 −→ A
i
−→ B
e
−→ C −→ 0, Ker e is equivalent to DA (B),
by [30, Theorem 3.2] . By Lemma 4.2 there exists a recollement of triangulated categories
D(C )
l0 // D(B) //
l1
yy
e
ee
DA (B)
yy
ee
Part (iii) and (iv) follow dually. 
The main result of this section contains Theorem A of the Introduction:
Theorem 4.5. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories.
(i) Assume that (A ,B,C ) has a ladder of l-height three. Then there exists a triangle equivalence
Dsg(B)/Ker l
1 ≃ // Dsg(C )
and a recollement of triangulated categories
D(C )
l0 // D(B) //
l1
yy
e
ee DA (B)
yy
ee
which restricts to the bounded derived categories.
(ii) Assume that (A ,B,C ) has a ladder of l-height three and r-height two. Then (l1, l0, e) induces an adjoint
triple between Dsg(B) and Dsg(C ) and there exists a recollement of triangulated categories
Dsg(C )
l0 // Dsg(B) //
l1
xx
e
ff
Ker l1
yy
ee
(iii) Assume that (A ,B,C ) has a ladder of l-height four. Then there exists a recollement of triangulated
categories
Ker l1 // Dsg(B)
l1 //
xx
dd Dsg(C )
l2
xx
l0
ff
If the given ladder has r-height two, then the recollement (Ker l1,Dsg(B),Dsg(C )) has a ladder of height
two.
(iv) Assume that (A ,B,C ) has a ladder of r-height three. Then there exists a triangle equivalence
Dsg(B)/Ker e
≃ // Dsg(C )
Proof. (i) Since (l2, l1), (l1, l0) and (l0, e) are adjoint pairs, the functors l1 : B −→ C and l0 : C −→ B are exact
and preserve projective objects. So, l1(Kb(ProjB)) ⊆ Kb(ProjC ) and l0(Kb(ProjC )) ⊆ Kb(ProjB). As e is exact,
Lemma 4.1 implies that (l1, l0, e) is an adjoint triple with l0 fully faithful between D(B) and D(C ), and this triple
restricts also to the bounded derived categories. By Lemma 4.2 (ii), (l1, l0) is an adjoint pair of functors between
Dsg(B) and Dsg(C ) with the induced functor l
0 : Dsg(C ) −→ Dsg(B) being fully faithful. Hence, Lemma 4.2 (i)
shows that the triangulated categories Dsg(B)/Ker l
1 and Dsg(C ) are equivalent.
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By [30, Theorem 3.2], there is an exact sequence 0 −→ Db
A
(B) −→ Db(B)
e
−→ Db(C ) −→ 0 of triangulated
categories. Therefore, Ker e is equivalent to Db
A
(B). The first part of the proof provides an adjoint triple (l1, l0, e)
between Db(C ) and Db(B), where the triangle functor l0 is fully faithful. Then Lemma 4.2 (iii) gives the desired
recollements.
(ii) Since the r-height of (A ,B,C ) is two, r0 is exact and therefore e : B −→ C preserves projective objects.
As in part (i), (l0, e) is an adjoint pair of functors between Dsg(C ) and Dsg(B). Then part (i) provides an adjoint
triple (l1, l0, e) between Dsg(C ) and Dsg(B), where the triangle functor l
0 is fully faithful. Thus the recollement
(Dsg(C ),Dsg(B),Ker l
1) follows from Lemma 4.2 (iii).
(iii) Since the l-height of (A ,B,C ) is four, there is a recollement of abelian categories (Ker l1,B,C ) where
the adjoint triple between B and C is (l2, l1, l0), see Lemma 2.5 (ii). In this case, all functors are exact and
preserve projective objects. As in part (i), the adjoint triple can be derived to get a recollement of triangulated
categories (Ker l1,Db(B),Db(C )). Then since l2(Kb(ProjC )) ⊆ Kb(ProjB), l1(Kb(ProjB)) ⊆ Kb(ProjC ) and
l0(Kb(ProjC )) ⊆ Kb(ProjB), (Ker l1,Dsg(B),Dsg(C )) is a recollement by Lemma 4.3.
(iv) By (iii), there is an adjoint triple (l2, l1, l0) and by (ii) the functor l0 has e as a right adjoint.
(v) Since (r0, r1, r2) is an adjoint triple, r0 is exact, and e and r0 preserve projective objects. So by Lemma 4.1,
(e, r0, r1) is an adjoint triple with r0 fully faithful between D(B) and D(C ), and this restricts to the bounded
derived categories. Lemma 4.2 (ii) then implies that (e, r0) is an adjoint pair of functors between Dsg(B)
and Dsg(C ) where the induced functor r
0 : Dsg(C ) −→ Dsg(B) is fully faithful. Hence, by Lemma 4.2 (i), the
triangulated categories Dsg(B)/Ker e and Dsg(C ) are equivalent. 
5. Torsion pairs arising from ladders
A technique will be provided to move torsion pairs in abelian categories via adjoint functors and in particular
through Giraud2 subcategories in a recollement diagram (A ,B,C ) with ladders, which proves Theorem B and
provides another connection with derived categories.
Recall from [14, Definition 1.2] that an abelian category with a distinguished Giraud sub-
category is the data (D ,C , F,G) of two abelian categories D and C and two functors F
and G, with G a left adjoint of F , such that G is exact and F is fully faithful. In that
case C is called a Giraud subcategory. Co-Giraud subcategories are defined dually. C
F // D
G
||
Lemma 5.1. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories, which admits a ladder of l-height three. Then
C occurs as a Giraud subcategory of B in two different ways, in (B,C , l0, l1) and in (B,C , r0, e). Moreover, C
occurs as a co-Giraud subcategory of B in two different ways, in (B,C , l0, e) and in (B,C , l2, l1).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.5 and the definition of Giraud (resp. co-Giraud) subcategory. 
Proposition 5.2. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories, which admits a ladder of l-height three.
Then the following statements hold.
(i) (l1(Ker q), l1(i(A ))) is a torsion pair in C if and only if l1 ◦ i = 0. In this case, l1(Ker q) = C .
(ii) (l1(i(A )), l1(Ker p)) is a torsion pair in C if and only if p ◦ l0 ◦ l1(Ker p) = 0.
(iii) ((l1(Ker q), l1(i(A ))) is a torsion pair in C if and only if q ◦ l2 ◦ l1(Ker q) = 0.
(iv) (l1(i(A )), l1(Ker p)) is a torsion pair in C if and only if e ◦ l2 ◦ l1 ◦ i = 0.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 5.1, (B,C , l1, l0) is a Giraud subcategory of B. Since (Ker q, i(A )) is a torsion pair in B
by [34, Theorem 4.3], it follows from [14, Proposition 3.3] that (l1(Ker q), l1(i(A ))) is a torsion pair in C if and
only if l0(l1(i(A ))) ⊆ i(A ). Since l0 is fully faithful and Ker e = Im i, there is an inclusion l0(l1(i(A ))) ⊆ i(A ) if
and only if l1 ◦ i = 0. Hence l1(i(A )) = 0 and l1(Ker q) = C .
(iii) By Lemma 5.1, (B,C , l2, l1) is a co-Giraud subcategory of B. Since (Ker q, i(A )) is a torsion pair in B, it
follows from [14, Theorem 3.5] that (l1(Ker q), l1(i(A ))) is a torsion pair in C if and only if l2(l1(Ker q)) ⊆ Ker q.
Note that l2(l1(Ker q)) ⊆ Ker q means that q ◦ l2 ◦ l1(Ker q) = 0.
The proofs of (ii) and (iv) are similar. 
Let B be an abelian category with a torsion pair (T,F). Let HB be the tilt of B by the torsion pair (T,F).
Now we can prove Theorem B of the Introduction:
Proof of Theorem B. Since (T,F) is a torsion pair in B such that l0(l1(F)) ⊆ F and l2(l1(T)) ⊆ T, it follows
from [14, Proposition 3.3 and 3.8] that (l1(T), l1(F)) is a torsion pair in C . We denote by HC the HRS-tilt of C
by (l1(T), l1(F)). This proves claim (i).
2See [36, Chapter X] for the original definition which is equivalent to the one given here.
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Consider the following diagram
D(B)
H0D(B)

l1 // D(C )
H0D(C)

Ll2
ww
l0
gg
HB
ǫHB
YY
l1
H // HC
ǫH
C
YY
l2
H
xx
l0
H
ff
The functors appearing in this diagram are definied as
follows. The recollement of abelian categories (A ,B,C )
admits a ladder of l-height three. This implies that the
functors l0 and l1 are exact and they induce canonical
functors between the corresponding derived categories,
still denoted by l0 and l1. Since C has enough projec-
tives, we get the derived functor Ll2 : D(C ) −→ D(B).
As (l2, l1, l0) is an adjoint triple at the level of abelian
categories, it is well known that (Ll2, l1, l0) is an adjoint
triple at the level of unbounded derived categories. By ǫ
we denote the inclusion functor and by H0 the canonical
cohomological functor to the heart.
So there are functors
l2H = H
0
D(B) ◦ Ll
2 ◦ ǫHC
l1H = H
0
D(C) ◦ l
1 ◦ ǫHB
l0H = H
0
D(B) ◦ l
0 ◦ ǫHC
To get the recollement (Ker l1
H
,HB,HC ), it suffices by Remark 2.4 to show that (l
2
H
, l1
H
, l0
H
) is an adjoint triple
and l2
H
, equivalently l0
H
, is fully faithful.
We show that (l2
H
, l1
H
) is an adjoint pair of functors. The HRS-tilt of C by (l1(T), l1(F)) is the abelian category
HC :=
{
C• ∈ D(C ) | H0(C•) ∈ l1(T),H−1(C•) ∈ l1(F),Hi(C•) = 0, ∀i > 0,Hi(C•) = 0, ∀i < −1
}
and the HRS-tilt of B by (T,F) is
HB :=
{
B• ∈ D(B) | H0(B•) ∈ T,H−1(C•) ∈ F,Hi(B•) = 0, ∀i > 0,Hi(B•) = 0, ∀i < −1
}
Denote by D≥0
F
the coaisle of the HRS t-structure with heart HB, and let τ
≥0
F
: D(B) −→ D≥0
F
be the left adjoint
of the inclusion functor incF : D
≥0
F
−→ D(B). Since (Ll2, l1) is an adjoint pair, the functor Ll2 is right t-exact,
i.e. it sends an aisle to an aisle. The same remark is used below for the functor l1. Then we have the following
sequence of isomorphisms
HomHB(l
2
H(X), Y ) = HomHB(H
0
D(B)Ll
2ǫHC (X), Y )
∼= HomD(B)(τ
≥0
F
Ll2(X), Y )
∼= HomD(B)(Ll
2(X), incF(Y ))
∼= HomD(C )(X, l
1(incF(Y )))
∼= HomHC (X,H
0
D(C )l
1ǫHB(Y ))
= HomHC (X, l
1
H(Y )) (5.1)
Similarly, (l1
H
, l0
H
) is seen to be an adjoint pair.
By Remark 2.4 it suffices to show that the functor l0
H
is fully faithful, or equivalently, the counit map
l1
H
l0
H
(X) −→ X is a natural isomorphism. But this is easy to verify using the fact that both functors l1 and l0 are
t-exact. This completes the proof of (ii). Finally, part (iii) follows by deriving the recollement (Ker l1
H
,HB,HC ).
Note that since l1
H
and l0
H
are exact, we get the derived functors between the corresponding derived categories
of hearts and since HC has enough projectives we can derive the functor l
2
H
. 
6. Using ladders to transfer Gorenstein properties
Given a recollement diagram (A ,B,C ) with ladders, Gorensteinness of B and C will be connected, as well
as the stable categories of Gorenstein projective objects of B and C . Moreover, invariance of being Gorenstein
projective or injective under certain functors in the recollement will be shown. In particular, Theorem C will be
proved.
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6.1. Gorenstein properties. Let A be an abelian category with enough projective and injective objects.
Associated to A are the following homological invariants3:
spliA = sup{pdA I | I ∈ InjA } and silpA = sup{idAP | P ∈ ProjA }
The category A is called Gorenstein if spliA < ∞ and silpA < ∞. Moreover, A is called n-Gorenstein
if its Gorenstein dimension G-dimA = max{spliA , silpA } ≤ n, see [7, Chapter VII] for more information on
Gorenstein abelian categories.
According to Beligiannis-Reiten [7, Theorem 2.2, Chapter VII], an abelian category is Gorenstein if and only
if every object has a finite resolution by Gorenstein projective objects, which are defined as follows: A complex
of projective objects P• : · · · −→ P−1 −→ P 0 −→ P 1 −→ · · · is called totally acyclic if P• and HomA (P
•, P )
are acyclic for every projective object P of A . Then an object X of A is called Gorenstein projective if X is
isomorphic to Coker (P−1 −→ P 0) for some totally acyclic complex P• of projective objects of A . We denote
by GProjA the full subcategory of Gorenstein projective objects of A . Now let X be an object in GProjA and
P • its totally acyclic complex. Recall from [15] that for every object Y of A with pdA Y < ∞ the complex
HomA (P
•, Y ) is acyclic.
Gorenstein injective object can be defined dually. We denote by GinjA the full subcategory of Gorenstein
injective objects of A . Then A is called virtually Gorenstein if GProjA ⊥ =⊥ GinjA .
Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories, where the categories B and C are assumed to have
enough projective and injective objects. Recall from [33] that the A -relative global dimension of B is defined by
gl. dimA B = sup{pdB i(A) | A ∈ A } (where i as usual is the inclusion functor). In what follows the finiteness
of this dimension is needed.
Lemma 6.1. ([33, Proposition 4.4]) Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories and let X be an object
of B. Then the following inequalities hold :
(i) pdB X ≤ pdC e(X) + gl. dimA B + 1.
(ii) idB X ≤ idC e(X) + sup{idB i(A) | A ∈ A }+ 1.
Lemma 6.2. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories.
(i) Assume that the functor r : C −→ B is exact. Then spliC ≤ spliB. Moreover, if spliB < ∞, then
sup{pdC e(I) | I ∈ InjB} <∞.
(ii) Assume that the functor r : C −→ B is exact, sup{idB i(A) | A ∈ A } < ∞ and silpC < ∞. Then
silpB <∞.
(iii) Assume that the A -relative global dimension of B is finite and sup{pdC e(I) | I ∈ InjB} <∞. Then
pdB r(e(P )) <∞ for every projective object P of B, and spliB <∞.
Proof. (i) Assume that spliB = n < ∞. Since r : C −→ B is exact, e : B −→ C preserves projective objects.
Let I be an injective object of C . Then the object r(I) is injective in B and therefore there exists an exact
sequence 0 −→ Pn −→ · · · −→ P0 −→ r(I) −→ 0 with Pi ∈ ProjB. Applying e yields the exact sequence
0 −→ e(Pn) −→ · · · −→ e(P0) −→ I −→ 0 with e(Pi) projective. This implies that pdC I ≤ n. Hence,
spliC ≤ spliB.
Let I be an injective object ofB. Then spliB = n implies pdC e(I) ≤ pdB I ≤ n and therefore sup{pdC e(I) | I ∈
InjB} <∞.
(ii) Since the functor r : C −→ B is exact, the functor e : B −→ C preserves projective objects. Assume that
sup{idB i(A) | A ∈ A } = n <∞ and let P be a projective object of B. By Lemma 6.1, idB P ≤ idC e(P )+n+1 ≤
silpC + n+ 1. Therefore, silpB <∞.
(iii) Assume that gl. dimA B = λ <∞. Let P be a projective object of B. The long exact homology sequence
of the exact sequence 0 −→ ip(P ) −→ P
νP−−→ re(P ) −→ Coker νP −→ 0, where Coker νP = i(A) for some A of A ,
yields that ExtmB(r(e(P )), B) = 0 for every m ≥ λ + 2 and B ∈ B. This shows that the projective dimension of
r(e(P )) is less than or equal to λ+ 1.
Suppose that sup{pdC e(I) | I ∈ InjB} = κ <∞. Let I be an injective object of B. Then pdC e(I) ≤ κ and
Lemma 6.1 implies pdB re(I) ≤ κ+λ+1. From the exact sequence 0 −→ ip(I) −→ I
νI−→ re(I) −→ Coker νI −→ 0,
where Coker νI = i(A) for some object A of A , it follows that pdB I ≤ κ+ λ+ 1 <∞. Hence spliB <∞. 
Lemma 6.3. ([28, Lemma 3.2]) Let A and B be exact categories, F : A −→ B and G : B −→ A a pair of
exact adjoint functors. Then for any integer n ≥ 0, ExtnA (A,G(B))
∼= Ext
n
B(F (A), B), functorial in A ∈ A and
B ∈ B.
3The invariants spli and silp were defined by Gedrich and Gruenberg [22] over any ring R. In particular, silpR is defined as
the supremum of the injective lengths (dimensions) of projective R-modules, and spliR is the supremum of the projective lengths
(dimensions) of injective R-modules. They were introduced to investigate complete cohomological functors of groups.
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The main result of this Section includes Theorem C of the Introduction:
Theorem 6.4. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories.
(i) Assume that the A -relative global dimension of B is finite and that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height
two. Then the functor e : B −→ C preserves Gorenstein projective objects. Moreover, if (A ,B,C )
admits a ladder of l-height two, then the functor l : C −→ B preserves Gorenstein projective objects,
and B is Gorenstein if and only if C is Gorenstein.
(ii) Assume that (A ,B,C ) has a ladder of l-height three. Then the functor l1 : B −→ C preserves Goren-
stein projective objects and the functor e : B −→ C preserves Gorenstein injective objects. Furthermore,
if B is n-Gorenstein, then C is n-Gorenstein.
(iii) Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height four. Then the functor l : C −→ B preserves Goren-
stein injective objects. Moreover, e ◦ l ∼= IdGInjC .
(iv) Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height three. Then the functor e : B −→ C preserves Goren-
stein projective objects and the functor r1 : B −→ C preserves Gorenstein injective objects. Furthermore,
if B is Gorenstein, then C is Gorenstein.
(v) Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height four. Then the functor r : C −→ B preserves
Gorenstein projective objects. Moreover, e ◦ r ∼= IdGProjC .
(vi) Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height two and r-height three. Then the functor r : C −→ B
preserves Gorenstein injective objects. Moreover, r1 ◦ r ∼= IdGinjC .
(vii) Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height two and r-height two. If B is virtually Gorenstein,
then (e(GProjB), e(P<∞(B)), e(GInjB)) is a cotorsion triple in C , where P<∞(B) is the full subcategory
of B consisting of objects of finite projective dimension.
(viii) Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height four. If B is virtually Gorenstein, then (l1, l) induces
an adjoint pair (l1, l) between (GProjB)⊥ and ⊥(GInjC ). Moreover, l1 ◦ l ∼= Id⊥(GInjC ).
(ix) Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height four. If C is virtually Gorenstein, then (r, r1) induces
an adjoint pair (r, r1) between ⊥(GInjC ) and (GProjB)⊥. Moreover, r1 ◦ r ∼= Id⊥(GInjC ).
Proof. (i) Let B be a Gorenstein projective object of B. Then there exists an exact complex of projectives
P• : · · · −→ P−2 −→ P−1 −→ P 0 −→ P 1 −→ P 2 −→ · · · such that Coker (P−1 −→ P 0) is isomorphic to B and
the complex HomB(P
•, P ) is exact for every projective object P of B. Since r is exact and (e, r) is an adjoint
pair, the complex e(P•) : · · · −→ e(P−2) −→ e(P−1) −→ e(P 0) −→ e(P 1) −→ e(P 2) −→ · · · is exact in C
with e(P i) ∈ ProjC and Coker (e(P−1) −→ e(P 0)) ∼= e(B). Note that since the functor l : C −→ B preserves
projective objects, the category of projectives of C is equivalent with add e(ProjB). Thus we have to show that
the complex · · · −→ HomC (e(P
1), e(P )) −→ HomC (e(P
0), e(P )) −→ HomC (e(P
−1), e(P )) −→ · · · is exact for
every P ∈ ProjB. The adjoint pair (e, r) yields the commutative diagram
· · · // HomC (e(P 1), e(P )) //
∼=

HomC (e(P
0), e(P )) //
∼=

HomC (e(P
−1), e(P ))
∼=

// · · ·
· · · // HomB(P 1, re(P )) // HomB(P 0, re(P )) // HomB(P−1, re(P )) // · · ·
Then by Lemma 6.2, the complex HomB(P
•, r(e(P ))) is exact since the projective dimension of r(e(P )) is finite.
Hence the complex HomC (e(P
•), e(P )) is exact. So, the object e(B) is Gorenstein projective in C . Let C be an
object of C . Then for the object l(C) of B, there is an exact sequence 0 −→ Xn −→ · · · −→ X0 −→ l(C) −→ 0
with Xi ∈ GProjB, by [7, Theorem 2.2, Chapter VII]. Thus, there is an exact sequence 0 −→ e(Xn) −→ · · · −→
e(X0) −→ C −→ 0 with e(Xi) in GProjC . This shows, again using [7, Theorem 2.2, Chapter VII], that the
category C is Gorenstein.
Conversely, suppose that C is Gorenstein and let B an object in B. By Remark 2.3, there exists an exact
sequence (∗) : 0 −→ i(A) −→ le(B) −→ B −→ iq(B) −→ 0 with A ∈ A . Since the A -relative global dimension
of B is finite, it follows that i(A) and iq(B) have finite projective dimension. On the other hand, for the object
e(B), there is an exact sequence 0 −→ Yn −→ · · · −→ Y0 −→ e(B) −→ 0 with Yi ∈ GProjC . Since (A ,B,C )
admits a ladder of l-height two, the functor l is exact and since e preserve projectives it follows similarly as
above that l preserves Gorenstein projective objects. Thus, there is an exact sequence 0 −→ l(Yn) −→ · · · −→
l(Y0) −→ le(B) −→ 0 with l(Yi) in GProjB. From the exact sequence (∗) we infer that the object B admits a
finite resolution from Gorenstein projectives, and therefore from [7, Theorem 2.2, Chapter VII] we conclude that
the category B is Gorenstein.
(ii) Since (A ,B,C ) has a ladder of l-height three, that is, (l2, l1, l) is an adjoint triple, l1 and l are exact and
they preserve projective objects. Moreover, l and e preserve injective objects. Let G be a Gorenstein projective
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object in B. Then there exists a totally acyclic complex of projective objects of B :
P• : · · · // P−1
d−1 // P 0
d0 // P 1 // · · ·
that is, this complex is exact with terms in ProjB such that the complex HomB(P
•, E) is still exact for any
E ∈ ProjB and G ∼= Im d0. Applying the functor l1 yields that l1(P•) is an exact sequence of projective objects
of C , and also HomC (l
1(P •), Q) ∼= HomB(P
•, l(Q)) is exact for any projective object Q of C . This implies that
l1(G) is a Gorenstein projective object of C .
Let G be a Gorenstein injective object in B. Then there exists an exact sequence I• := · · · → Ii
di
−→ Ii+1 → · · ·
of injective objects of B such that HomB(E, I
•) is still exact for any injective object E ∈ B with G ∼= Imd0.
Since e and l preserve injective objects, applying e, we get that e(I•) is an exact sequence of injective objects
of C , and also HomC (I, e(I
•)) ∼= HomB(l(I), I
•) is exact for any injective object I of C . Therefore, e(G) is a
Gorenstein injective object of C .
Let I ∈ InjC and P ∈ ProjC . We claim that pdC I ≤ n and idC P ≤ n. Since (l
1, l) is an adjoint pair and l is
fully faithful, there is an isomorphism l1(l(I)) ∼= I where l(I) ∈ InjB. Since spliB ≤ n there is an exact sequence
0 −→ Pn −→ · · · −→ P0 −→ l(I) −→ 0 with Pi ∈ ProjB. Then applying the exact functor l
1 and using that all
l1(Pi) ∈ ProjC , we obtain that pdC I ≤ n. Hence spliC ≤ n. Also, since silpB ≤ n there is an exact sequence
(∗) : 0 −→ l(P ) −→ I0 −→ · · · −→ In −→ 0 where l(P ) ∈ ProjB and Ii ∈ InjB. Applying the exact functor e to
the sequence (∗), yields the exact sequence 0 −→ P −→ e(I0) −→ · · · −→ e(In) −→ 0 where e(Ii) lies in InjC .
Hence idC P ≤ n and therefore silpC ≤ n. So, C is n-Gorenstein.
(iii) Since (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height four, l1 and l are exact functors preserving injective objects.
Let G be a Gorenstein injective object in B. Then there exists an exact sequence I• := · · · → Ii
di
−→ Ii+1 →
· · · of injective objects of B with HomB(E, I
•) is still exact for any injective object E ∈ B such that G ∼=
Imd0. Applying l, we get that l(I•) is an exact sequence of injective objects of C , and also HomC (I, l(I
•)) ∼=
HomB(l
1(I), I•) is exact for any injective object I of C . This implies that l(G) is a Gorenstein injective object
of C . Furthermore, by (ii), e preserves Gorenstein injective objects. So, e ◦ l ∼= IdGInjC .
(iv) Since (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height three, r1 and r are exact and preserve injective objects.
Moreover, e and r preserve projective objects. Let G be a Gorenstein projective object in B. As in the first part
of the proof of (ii) it is shown that e(G) is a Gorenstein projective object of C .
Let G be a Gorenstein injective object in B. Then there exists an exact sequence I• := · · · → Ii
di
−→ Ii+1 → · · ·
of injective objects of B scuh that HomB(E, I
•) is still exact for any injective object E ∈ B with G ∼= Im d0.
Applying r1 yields r1(I•) is an exact sequence of injective objects of C , and also HomC (I, r
1(I•)) ∼= HomB(r(I), I
•)
is exact for any injective object I of C . This implies that r1(G) is a Gorenstein injective object of C .
Let C ∈ C . Then for the object r(C) of B, by [7, Theorem 2.2, Chapter VII], there is an exact sequence
0 −→ Xn −→ · · · −→ X0 −→ r(C) −→ 0 with Xi ∈ GProjB. There also exists an exact sequence 0 −→
e(Xn) −→ · · · −→ e(X0) −→ C −→ 0 with e(Xi) ∈ GProjC . Hence, the category C is Gorenstein.
(v) Since (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height four, r1 is an exact functor preserving projective objects and r
preserves projective objects. Let G be a Gorenstein projective object in C . Then there exists an exact sequence
P • := · · · → P i
di
−→ P i+1 → · · · of projective objects of C with HomC (P
•, E) still exact for any projective
object E ∈ C such that G ∼= Im d0. Applying r, we get that r(P •) is an exact sequence of projective objects
of B, and also HomB(r(P
•), Q) ∼= HomC (P
•, r1(Q)) is exact for any projective object Q of B. Thus r(G) is a
Gorenstein projective object of B. Furthermore, by (iv), e preserves Gorenstein projective objects. Therefore,
e ◦ r ∼= IdGProjC . The proof of (vi) is dual.
(vii) Since (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height two and r-height two, l and r are exact. Since B is virtu-
ally Gorenstein, (GProjB,P<∞(B),GInjB) is a cotorsion triple. We claim that (e(GProjB), e(P<∞(B))) is a
cotorsion pair in C . Indeed, let X be in GprojB and Z in C such that Ext1C (e(X), Z) = 0. Then by Lemma 6.3,
0 = Ext1C (e(X), Z) = Ext
1
B(X, r(Z)). Thus r(Z) ∈ P
<∞(B). This implies that Z ∼= er(Z) ∈ e(P<∞(B)). Let
Y ∈ P<∞(B) and Z ∈ C such that Ext1C (Z, e(Y )) = 0. Then by Lemma 6.3, 0 = Ext
1
C (Z, e(Y )) = Ext
1
B(l(Z), Y ).
Thus l(Z) ∈ GProjB and Z ∼= el(Z) ∈ e(GProjB). Similarly it is shown that (e(P<∞(B)), e(GInjB)) is a
cotorsion pair in C .
(viii) Let X be in (GProjB)⊥ and E in GInjC . By Lemma 6.3 and (iii), for all i ≥ 1 there is an isomorphism
ExtiC (l
1(X), E) ∼= ExtiB(X, l(E)). Since B is virtually Gorenstein, X ∈
⊥ (GInjB) and so ExtiC (l
1(X), E) = 0
for all i ≥ 1. This implies that l1 : (GProjB)⊥ −→ ⊥(GInjC ) is well defined. On the other hand, let Y be
in ⊥(GInjC ) and I in GInjB. By Lemma 6.3 and (ii), there are isomorphisms, for all i ≥ 1, ExtiB(l(Y ), I)
∼=
ExtiC (Y, e(I)) = 0. Since B is virtually Gorenstein, it follows that l(Y ) lies in (GProjB)
⊥. This implies that
l : ⊥(GInjC ) −→ (GProjB)⊥ is well defined. Thus l1 ◦ l ∼= Id⊥(GInjC ). The proof of (ix) is dual. 
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Corollary 6.5. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories. Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder
of r-height four. Then there is an upper recollement of triangulated categories
K(GProjC )
r // K(GProjB) //
e
ww
Ker e
xx
Proof. By Theorem 6.4 (iv) and (v), (e, r) induces an adjoint pair between GProjB and GProjC with r fully faith-
ful. Furthermore, (e, r) induces an adjoint pair (e, r) between K(GProjB) and K(GProjC ) with r : K(GProjC ) −→
K(GProjB) fully faithful. Then we get the desired upper recollement of triangulated categories. 
6.2. Stable categories of Gorenstein projective modules. Finally, given a recollement diagram (A ,B,C ),
the stable categories of Gorenstein projective objects of B and of C are related.
Proposition 6.6. Let (A ,B,C ) be a recollement of abelian categories
(i) Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of l-height two and r-height three. Then (l, e) induces an adjoint
pair (l, e) between GProjC and GProjB with l : GProjC −→ GProjB fully faithful.
(ii) Assume that (A ,B,C ) admits a ladder of r-height four. Then (e, r) induces an adjoint pair (e, r) between
GProjB and GProjC with r : GProjC −→ GProjB fully faithful.
Proof. (a) By the proof of Theorem 6.4 (iv), the functor e preserves projective objects and Gorenstein projective
objects. This means that e induces a triangle functor e : GProjB −→ GProjC . Now we claim that l preserves
Gorenstein projective objects. Indeed, since e is exact, l preserves projective objects. Since l has a left adjoint, l
is exact. Let G be a Gorenstein projective object in C . Then there exists a totally acyclic complex of projective
objects of C :
P• : · · · // P−1
d−1 // P 0
d0 // P 1 // · · ·
that is, this complex is exact with terms in ProjC such that the complex HomB(P
•, E) is still exact for any E
in ProjC and G ∼= Im d0. Applying the functor l we get that l(P•) is an exact sequence of projective objects of
B, and also HomB(l(P
•), Q) ∼= HomB(P
•, e(Q)) is exact for any projective object Q of B. This implies that
l(G) is a Gorenstein projective object of B. It follows that l induces a triangle functor l : GProjC −→ GProjB.
Finally we show that (l, e) is an adjoint pair between GProjC and GProjB with l fully faithful. Let X
an object in GProjC and Y an object in GProjB. If f : X −→ e(Y ) factors through P ∈ ProjC , then the
morphism l(f) : l(X) −→ le(Y ) factors through l(P ). By Remark 2.3 (v) there is an exact sequence 0 −→
KerµY −→ le(Y )
µY
−−→ Y −→ iq(Y ) −→ 0, where µ : le −→ IdB is the counit of (l, e) and KerµY = i(A) for
some A in A . Applying HomB(l(P ),−), it follows that HomB(l(P ), le(Y )) ∼= HomB(l(P ), Y ). This implies that
µY ◦ l(f) : l(X) −→ Y factors through l(P ). On the other hand, if g : l(X) −→ Y factors through Q ∈ ProjB,
then e(g) : el(X) −→ e(Y ) factors through e(Q). By νX : X ∼= el(X), where ν : IdC −→ e ◦ l is the unit of (l, e),
we get that e(g) ◦ νX : X −→ e(Y ) factors through e(Q). Thus, HomB(l(X), Y )
∼= HomC (X, e(Y )).
The proof of (ii) is similar, using Theorem 6.4 (iv) and (v), and showing that (e, r) is an adjoint pair between
GProjB and GProjC . 
Example 6.7. Let A be an Artin algebra and e an idempotent of A such that AeA is a projective left A-
module. Let Λ =

A AeA AeAA A AeA
A A A

 and e =

0 0 00 0 0
0 0 1

. Then (eΛ ⊗Λ −,HomA(eΛ,−)) induces an adjoint
pair (eΛ⊗Λ −,HomA(eΛ,−)) between GprojΛ and GprojA with HomA(eΛ,−) : GprojA −→ GprojΛ fully faithful.
This follows by applying part (ii) of Proposition 6.6 with Γ :=
(
A/AeA 0
A/AeA A/AeA
)
. Then by Proposition 3.2
(ii), (mod-Γ,mod-Λ,mod-A) is a recollement which admits a ladder of r-height at least four.
Example 6.8. Let Λ be an Artin algebra and let ∆(0,0) =
(
Λ Λ
Λ Λ
)
be the Morita context ring as in Example 3.1.
Then the triangle functor T2 : GprojΛ −→ Gproj∆(0,0), T2(X) = (X,X, 0, IdX), is fully faithful. Indeed, the
recollement (mod-Λ,mod-∆(0,0),mod-Λ) admits a ladder of l-height ∞ and r-height ∞ (see [21, Remark 4.8,
26
Example 4.9]), as follows:
mod-Λ
Z2 // mod-∆(0,0)
U2
CC
U2

U1 //
xx
ee mod-Λ
T2

T1
WW
T1
xx
T2
gg
,
Then by Proposition 6.6, there are triangle functors U1 : Gproj∆(0,0) −→ GprojΛ and T2 : GprojΛ −→ Gproj∆(0,0)
such that (U1,T2) is an adjoint pair with T2 fully faithful.
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